
SEPTEMBER 30, 1975 NO. 5A3 & 5B3 CLOSURES 
(Card No. 2) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Each consists of a metal housing having a hinged cover and mounting bracket for either pole or wall mounting. Double-keyhole 
slots in the back permit mounting for .right- or left-hand door opening. 

Arranged for mounting No. 57 type connecting blocks which are not furnished and must be ordered separately. 
A splice case type of sealing gland is an integral part of the split top end piece to provide a weatherproof cable entry. It can 

accommodate up to three cables having a maximum diameter of 1.6 inches. The top and bottom end _pieces are interchangeable, 
and the blank bottom end piece can be replaced by another sealing gland end piece, which can be ordered separately as a 
No. 196A adapter, thus permitting top or bottom cable entry, or both, as required. A No. 196B adapter is also available which 
can accommodate one or two cables up to 2.0 inches in diameter. 

"B" sealing tape and cord are furnished with each closure, "B" and "D" sealing washers are required but are not furnished and 
must be ordered separately. 

A No. 216B tool is required to open or close the door but is not furnished and must be ordered separately. 
Initial use: Ready-access cable terminal housing cable to wire-junction point or a distribution terminal housing for subscribers 

in high-density areas. 
No. 6A3: Provided with ten grommets on each side of the closure to permit entrance of drop wires or multiple line wire, and two 

1.00 inch diameter circular knockouts located in the upper left and lower right of the back for direct entry of wires and cables 
through walls upon which mounted. 

No. 6B3: Same as No. 5A3 except provided with sixteen grommets on each side and two 1.250 inch diameter knockouts. 
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